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a delay in the reproductive activity as compared with the control. Furthermore, the titre of the serum for the reaction product increases during the course of the infection.
We have been unable to find any indication of the formation of any substance similar to or identical with the reaction product just described in in vitro cultures of T. lewisi.
Although we cannot say definitely that the present reaction product is different from the various immunological reactions known at the present time, the present work does emphasize a new factor or effect of the resistance of a host against an invading microorganism and explains the peculiar cycle of reproductive activity observable in T. lewisi in the rat. Furthermore, since it prevents the reproduction of the trypanosomes, it may play a very important part not only in the immunity of recovered rats to T. leuisi but also in the prevention of superinfections. Read before the Academy, November 13, 1923 In international work with parasites of injurious insects it must be pointed out that we must not expect, and especially must we not predict speedy results with introduced forms. Speedy establishment we may hope for in many cases, but absolute control of the injurious form can be expected in the great majority of instances to come about only after a lapse of years if ever. In many cases, however, we may reasonably hope for a very considerable assistance from the introduced forms which will help greatly with other measures towards bringing about approximate, control.
The following are some of the principal factors which act in delaying results:
(1) The necessity with many host insects for a sequence of parasites.
(2) The necessity for a rather prolonged period of time to elapse before the parasite, introduced in comparatively small numbers and even with a greater rate of multiplication than its host, can catch up in numbers to the millions of the host insects.
(3) The probable necessity for secondary hosts in the country to which the parasites are imported.
(4) The possibility of the interbreeding of the imported forms with native forms or races, thus producing offspring which will inherit the capacities of the native species only.
(5) Climatic conditions, either general or specific to a season, which, while not unfavorable to the host, may be very unfavorable to the introductions.
(6) In the case of Scoliids, the absence of flowering plants attractive to the adults.
There is much to be learned from a study of the work which has -been done by the U. S. Bureau Here we have a delayed recovery of twenty-five years in the one case and twenty-two years in the other. I deem it quite possible that perhaps a number of the parasites which we have brought over in former years for the gipsy moth, and for the recovery of which we have given up hope, may still be found and may still give us effective service.
